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Abstract 
This article is investigating licensing system in Kyrgyz customary law based 
on its historical and legal aspects. Research purpose is to establish creative 
comprehension from Kyrgyz customary law experience and its practical ap-
plication considered as a source for further growth and improvement. In this 
regard, the study of internal affair members’ history in Kyrgyzstan acquires 
great cognitive and educational values. Research methods and materials are 
based on historical-comparative, analysis of historical facts and scientific 
publications describing legal aspects. Research results showed Kyrgyz people’s 
behavior to use of weapons from nomadic to recent times. 
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1. Introduction 

Permissive system was established from 17th to 18th centuries during the period 
of prosperity of absolute monarchies in the territories of Western Europe and 
Tsarist Russia. During this period, the monarchical power carried out a number 
of control functions, such as strict police supervision over government subjects 
and in their life’s detailed regulation. These governments’ citizens had right to 
travel to another country, open workshops or factories based on issued permits 
(Minbaev & Kuldysheva, 2019). 

Restrictions on rights regarding freedom of movement, such as entry, exit and 
movement within a specific territory, are a poisonous point in the history of the 
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origin and development of the permitting system of Western European states 
(Emanuele & Chiaramonte, 2019) and Russia during the monarchy (Fedoro-
va-Kuznetsova, 2019). 

Subsequently, issue of such permits was entrusted mainly to the police struc-
tures or internal affairs bodies. From this kind of “permits”, as a result of pro-
gressive innovations in the field under study, all other “permits” appeared in the 
legal field, in particular, patent and license, due to their specificity and purpose, 
associated directly with economic activities. 

The history of weapons appearance is directly related to a certain stage in the 
development of mankind. This reflects improvement of human knowledge and 
development of new technologies, as well as artificial intelligence (Proydakov, 
2018). In this regard, it can be said that weapons have always been relevant to 
humans. 

Referring to the Kyrgyz people’s history, scholars note that: “The constant 
threat of an external attack, frequent tribal clashes forced the Kyrgyz to be al-
ways ready for military action. They were not only tireless riders, but also brave 
warriors who skillfully wielded weapons”. 

In general, Kyrgyz people combatting weapons are subdivided into following 
types:  

1) Offensive weapons which are designed to defeat enemy in close and 
hand-to-hand combat: swords, broadswords, spears, aybalta (battle ax); 

2) Offensive weapons of distance combat to defeat enemy at a distance: bow 
and arrows, i.e. throwing weapons; 

3) Protective weapons designed to protect warrior from defeat in battle: 
shield, armor to protect warrior arms, legs, chest, head and body (Khudyakov, 
1980). 

It can be noted that in United States, citizens have been allowed to keep and 
carry weapons for a long time. In Article 2 (US Constitution, 1787) “Bill about 
Rights”, which is currently in force, it was stated: “…since a well-organized mili-
tia is necessary for the security of a free state, the right of the people to keep and 
bear arms should not be violated”. 

In Western European countries, rather strict requirements were established 
that obliged manufacturers or purchasers of weapons to obtain a special permit 
from the police (Kupren & Hakuć-Błażowska, 2021). 

Russian legislation throughout its development has attempted to create effec-
tive arms control (Hung, 2015). A document such as the “Deanery harter” (Po-
lice Charter of 1782) allowed the carrying of weapons only to those persons who 
were “allowed and prescribed” (Russian Reforms History Museum Named after 
P.A. Stolypin, 2013). 

Later legislative acts of pre-revolutionary Russia also regulated the rules for 
handling weapons. Thus, the Code on Punishments in the 1885 edition of Sec-
tion No. 8 provided for criminal liability for “the illegal manufacture and storage 
of weapons or gunpowder to protect the personal safety of the established rules 
of caution” (Code of Russian Empire Laws, 1885).  
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In the nomadic Kyrgyz society, special attention was paid to weapons, since a 
person with his own weapon was considered an equal member of such. Accord-
ing to the norms of the customary law of the Kyrgyz, items that were necessary 
for hunting, as well as military equipment, were subject to increased protection. 
Kyrgyz Customary law influence application and implementation of recently re-
formed legal rules on the land rights, dispute solutions, and influences on villag-
ers’ value in the written law (Giovarelli & Akmatova, 2002). Customary law 
norms and customs formed during a long historical, centuries-old period when 
established rules of people’s behavior could be repeatedly transferred (Mukam-
baeva, 2004). Kyrgyz customary law study provides an opportunity to show the 
evolution of legal system in Kyrgyzstan (Kuldysheva et al., 2021). 

In this article, research methods and materials are based on the histori-
cal-comparative method analyzing information by comparing historical and le-
gal sources (Shigal, 2013); formal logical methods gaining information based on 
historical facts (Egorova, 2015) and scientific publications analysis describing 
legal aspects in Kyrgyz customary law.  

2. Rules in Nomadic Society 

In a nomadic society, both Kazakhs and Kyrgyz, there were a number of strictly 
observed rules aimed at regulating the handling of weapons transmitted from 
generation to generation in the form of artistic words, proverbs, sayings, aphor-
isms, prohibitions and signs. Then they gradually began to take on a documen-
tary form: “…so that no Kyrgyz should appear in people’s meetings except with 
weapons.” 

Kyrgyz clans and tribes followed “adat” rule establishments started from the 
depth of centuries, formed by Kyrgyz people as a legal system in the period of 
early feudalism (Brenner, 1990). Later, when Kyrgyz traditional society began to 
decompose, the norms of the adat gradually adapted to the interests of the feudal 
nobility, represented by both the manaps and the biys. Weapons similar to ar-
rows were discovered as a part of weapon complexes belonging to nomadic an-
cient and medieval ethnicities inhabiting the Central Asian historical cultural re-
gion (Khudyakov & Borisenko, 2018). 

The unarmed man had no voice, and the younger ones could not give way to 
him. So that everyone who can bear arms (except for sultans) would pay one 
twentieth of their property to khan and the rulers annually. Every generation, 
clan and division should have their own “tamga” (symbols or letters). “These 
tamga letters were distributed at the same time, with the obligation to put them 
on all livestock and property, to distinguish what belongs to whom” (Kulteleev et 
al., 1998). 

It should be noted that uncontrolled use of weapons was suppressed in Kyrgyz 
society. Thus, “the common law of the Kyrgyz contained a number of norms 
that took into account aggravating and mitigating circumstances. Aggravating 
circumstances include committing a crime with weapons use” (Kozhonaliev, 
2000). 
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For example, in “erezhe” from 1893, the following was indicated: “If a thief in-
flicted wounds, the punishment for them is especially imposed, and for theft is 
increased.” On this occasion, N.I. Grodekov noted: “Among the Kara-Kirghiz, 
those who caught the thief tie him up, then subject him to corporal punishment 
(jabr kursetet), until the case is analyzed by a biy. Without denying the injustice 
of the punishment before the decision of the case by a biy, Kunakbai (biy of the 
Talas valley of the Aule-Ata district) justifies this custom for those cases when a 
thief is caught red-handed or was armed with a spear or an ax (aibalta)” (Koz-
honaliev, 2000). 

The punishment for crime commission by a person with use of a weapon was 
harsher than otherwise. The responsibility for committing theft was increased if 
it was carried out with any weapon use. In cases where such a crime was accom-
panied by infliction of beatings or wounds on someone, the responsibility was 
doubly toughened. 

It is a historical fact that disputes and conflict situations were resolved with a 
cold steel weapon. For example, if the close relatives of killer did not want the 
offender to be executed, they first of all attempted to pay a fine (kuna) to injured 
party, and if the parties did not come to a mutual agreement, then the matter 
was resolved on both sides by a duel. Chosen persons from both disputing par-
ties went out to a duel with melee weapons, which as a result ended by ones 
death. 

According to the customary law of the Kyrgyz, “attempted murder is pu-
nished in the amount of 1 to 3 toguz in the form of ‘bychak ayby’ (purnishment 
for knife use)” (Kozhonaliev, 2000). 

3. Actions from Epic “Manas” 

The greatest oral folk art work “Manas” is a life encyclopedia of Kyrgyz people. 
In this source, it is possible to find a rich vocabulary related to weapons (Khu-
dyakov & Borisenko, 2015). So, “the names of firearms are presented in epic 
with rich terminology”, rich terminology is associated with a bow, arrows, quiv-
ers and its other details, …in the lines of “Manas” many names of swords and 
sabers were mentioned, the Epic “Manas” contains more than twenty names be-
longing to Kyrgyz soldiers protective combat clothing (Kozhonaliev, 2000). 
Warrior courage during the battle with enemies was characterized at the level 
how he skillfully can use weapons which are mainly considered by weapons 
made from iron (Yusupova, 2018). 

Almost everyone who could hold a weapon in his hands was endowed with 
right to hunt by any means anywhere. In this case, understanding remains by 
people of that time that it was not allowed to hunt everywhere, but allowed only 
in certain places.  

When the place chosen by hunter for setting the traps was at a distance from 
the village that shepherds usually go for a cattle, in this case the hunter was liable 
commensurate with consequences. Then, if a person does not violate the estab-
lished rules, then he does not bear any responsibility.  
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Talyzin (1898) writes about Kyrgyz weapons: “Some manaps still keep, as an 
honorable memory of previous military exploits, full weapons, consisting of a 
helmet, chain mail, knee pads, saber, spear, bow, quiver with arrows, etc.”. This 
information testifies to the reverent attitude of the Kyrgyz towards weapons 
(Kulteleev et al., 1998). 

The procedure for carrying weapons was especially stipulated: “entering the 
quarters with any weapon is only proper for enemy and therefore bringing it in-
to a peaceful dwelling of a Kyrgyz by a completely peaceful traveler is again pro-
hibited. A weapon, if anyone has one, should be left behind the quarters, leaning 
against its riffle (the front of the quarters is immediately on both sides of its en-
trance). The customs looked even stricter on the close approach to khan’s head-
quarters. At the entrance to the khan there should not even be a whip in his 
hand. The violator of these rules, although not subject to special punishment 
(except for cases of violation of these in relation to the khan), but is always sub-
jected to not quite delicate treatment with him aul, who have the right to contra-
dict him kunak-as, a treat” (Kulteleev et al., 1998). 

4. Conclusion 

The above indicates the presence of a huge number of rules governing the pro-
cedure for handling weapons, which undoubtedly was widespread in the no-
madic society of both Kazakh and Kyrgyz people. Kyrgyz customs and traditions 
value is characterized by considering the nomadic tribe associations in historical 
development course. It was found that elements from weapon complexes be-
longing to nomadic ancient and medieval ethnicities inhabited the Central Asian 
historical-cultural region. Therefore, ancient Kyrgyz people were able to master 
ways of weapons procurement from metals. Thus, references about weapons can 
be found in various documents that have come down to our time regulating is-
sues of murder, punishment, hunting or public peace and safety, etc. 
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